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We demonstrate a cascade-energy-level alignment based organic photovoltaic cell by using stacking
three materials with appropriate energy levels. A cell with a structure of
ITO /4,4� ,4�-tris�N,�3-methylphenyl�-N-phenylamino�-triphenylamine �m-MTDATA�/copper
phthalocyanine �CuPc�/fullerene �C60� /4,4�-N ,N�-dicarubreneazolebiphenyl �BCP�/LiF/Al was
shown to have a power efficiency enhancement in more than 30% over that of a standard reference
cell �ITO /CuPc /C60 /BCP /LiF /Al�, which has only one exciton-dissociation interface. The
efficiency improvement was mainly ascribed to the ingenious cascade-energy-level alignment and
the application of the bipolar carrier transporting property. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.3114379�

The investigations on the organic solar cells have been
considerably developed due to their promising cost effective-
ness and environmental benignity compared with tra-
ditional solar cells.1–7 Power conversion efficiency �PCE� of
organic photovoltaic �OPV� cell has steadily increased
by the introduction of various device concepts, such as the
donor/acceptor �D/A� heterojunction �HJ�, exciton blocking
layer,1 blended and tandem structures,6 as well highly doped
crystalline materials,4,5 and so on. Performances of earlier
bilayer HJ-OPV cells are often limited by the short exciton
diffusion length �LD� �LD�100 Å� in comparison with the
optical absorption length �LA� of �1000 Å.8 To extract a
maximum photocurrent, an optimum balance between suffi-
cient LA and larger LD must be achieved simultaneously.7

The tandem structure-based PV cell may also partly solve the
problem, but such a configuration contains two or more sub-
cells that act as the individual PV unit so that its current was
limited by the smaller one.6,9,10

In this letter we introduce a PV cell structure based on
cascade-energy-level alignment �CELA� in three photoactive
organic layers of 4 ,4� ,4�-tris�N, �3-methylphenyl�-
N-phenylamino�-triphenylamine �m-MTDATA�, copper
phthalocyanine �CuPc�, and C60. In the
m-MTDATA /CuPc /C60 cell, m-MTDATA and C60 are used,
respectively, as the donor and the acceptor. Due to its me-
dium energy levels and bipolar characteristics, CuPc behaves
as an acceptor and a donor, respectively, at its interfaces with
m-MTDATA and C60. In comparison with a standard
CuPc /C60 bilayer cell, an efficiency enhancement of over
30% was achieved in the three layer CELA device.

Schematic energy level diagrams of the bilayer reference
cell and the three-layer CELA cell are shown in Fig. 1. All
devices were fabricated on precleaned indium-tin-oxide
�ITO� glass with a sheet resistance of 25 � /sq. The sub-
strates were UV ozone treated immediately before device

fabrication. Organic layers were then deposited at a rate of 2
Å/s by vacuum evaporation at a pressure of about 10−7 Torr.
Evaporating rates for LiF and Al were controlled to be 0.5
and 10 Å/s, respectively. All organic materials were purified
by sublimating for two times before used. Absorption spectra
of organic films deposited on quartz substrates were mea-
sured with a Shimadzu UV-3101PC spectrophotometer. The

a�Authors to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic ad-
dresses: wllioel@yahoo.com.cn and beichubox@hotmail.com.

FIG. 1. The schematic energy level diagrams of the bilayer reference cell
and the three-layer CELA cell. �a� Photoabsorption as well the generation
and diffusion of excitons. �b� The separation hole and electron, i.e., exciton
dissociation, and carrier transport toward the respective charge collection
electrodes.
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photocurrent spectral responses were determined with a Hi-
tachi F-4500 fluorescence spectrophotometer. Energy levels
of the highest occupied molecular orbital �HOMO� and the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital �LUMO� of the organic
materials were cited from literatures.2,11

Figure 2 shows the dependence of short circuit current
density Jsc on the thickness of CuPc layer in three PV diodes,
D-a, D-b �control�, and D-c CELA diodes, with their opti-
mum architectures of ITO/m-MTDATA �30 nm�/CuPc �60
nm�/LiF �1 nm�/Al, ITO /CuPc�30 nm� /C60�50 nm�/BCP
�15 nm�/LiF �1 nm�/Al, and ITO/m-MTDATA �10
nm�/CuPc�40 nm� /C60�50 nm�/BCP �15 nm�/LiF �1 nm�/
Al. The maximum PCE obtained by optimizing the CuPc
thickness as well the open circuit voltage, VOC, Jsc, and fill
factor �FF� of each PV cells are shown in Table I. We ob-
serve that the PCE of the CELA diode structure increases by
about 33% compared with the control diode with a single
active interface. It should be pointed out that the illumination
intensity of the fluorescent lamp in our laboratory is far
lower than that of 1 sun AM1.5 illumination
�100 mW /cm2�. Besides, the emission spectra of the lamp is
low in the red and the near infrared regions �see inset of Fig.
2� compared with the solar spectrum.

Figure 3�a� shows the absorption spectra of the neat
films of m-MTDATA, CuPc, and C60. Figure 3�c� shows the
photocurrent spectral responses of the three devices and Fig.
3�b� shows the absorption spectra of the corresponding
multilayer films on quartz substrates. As shown in Fig. 3, we
can see that the absorption of F-c is an overlap of F-a and

F-b, while the spectral response of D-c is greatly enhanced
compared with that of D-b diode in a wide wavelength re-
gion. This result may be attributed to the photocurrent con-
tribution from the formed active interface of
m-MTDATA/CuPc. It is well known that photogenerated ex-
citon can be dissociated into free electron polaron in the
acceptor molecule and free hole polaron in the donor
molecule7 as the D and A have lower ionization potential �IP�
and high electron affinity, respectively. If both the LUMO
and the HOMO energy levels of the donor material locate at
an appropriate higher position than those of the acceptor ma-
terial, the excitons diffused to the interface can easily be
dissociated into free carriers.7 In the present CELA device,
both the LUMO and the HOMO levels of the three active
materials are in the order of m-MTDATA�CuPc�C60.
Hence, there will be two D/A interfaces connected in series.
In addition to the medium energy levels of CuPc, the high
carrier mobilities for both electron �9.04�10−4 cm2 /V s�
�Ref. 12� and hole �7�10−4 cm2 /V s� �Ref. 13� also enable
its dual roles. It is expected that excitons generated in the
CuPc layer can diffuse toward both of the interfaces
�m-MTDATA/CuPc and CuPc/C60� and lead to a more effi-

FIG. 2. The dependence of Jsc on the thickness of CuPc layer in three PV
diodes. D-a was illuminated by a 365 nm UV lamp of 1.5 mW /cm2 �filled
triangle�; D-b �filled block� and D-c �filled circle� were under an illumina-
tion of a fluorescent lamp with an illumination power of 20 mW /cm2 and
its emissive spectrum is shown at the insert.

TABLE I. The optimum performances based on the maximum PCE of different PV cells fabricated by using our experiment conditions.

PV cell The cell structure
VOC

�V�
Jsc

��A /cm2� FF
PCE
�%�

D-a m-MTDATA �30 nm�/CuPc �70 nm�a 1.050 54.6 0.30 1.03
D-b CuPc�30 nm� /C60�50 nm� /BCP�15 nm�b 0.464 581 0.40 0.54
D-c m-MTDATA�10 nm� /CuPc�40 nm� /C60�50 nm� /BCP�15 nm�b 0.439 942 0.35 0.72
D-d TPD�5 nm� /m-MTDATA�5 nm� /CuPc�40 nm� /C60�50 nm� /BCP�15 nm�b 0.440 723 0.37 0.59

aReference 11.
bUnder an illumination intensity of 20 mW /cm2.

FIG. 3. �a� Absorption spectra of the three neat films of m-MTDATA, CuPc,
and C60. �b� Absorption spectra of the three complex films: m-MTDATA �30
nm�/CuPc �70 nm� film �F-a�, CuPc�30 nm� /C60�50 nm� /BCP �15 nm�
film �F-b�, and of m-MTDATA �10 nm�/CuPc�40 nm� /C60�50 nm�/BCP
�15 nm� film �F-c�. �c� The corresponding photocurrent response curves of
device -a, -b, and -c.
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cient exciton dissociation. This is in agreement with the ob-
served increases in ISC and photocurrent spectral response.

It can be seen from Figs. 3�a� and 3�c� that the absorp-
tion of C60 offers more contribution to photocurrent response
than the CuPc layer. It is because the holes resulted from
CuPc/C60 interface would partly recombine with the elec-
trons that come from m-MTDATA/CuPc interface and this
can lead to exciton formation or probable relaxation and en-
ergy loss in the CuPc layer. This would thus decrease the
photocurrent response in the CuPc layer. As a result, the
photocurrent response is larger at around 400–500 nm �the
absorption of C60� than at around 550–700 nm �the absorp-
tion of CuPc�.

Figure 4 plots the Jsc of D-b and D-c as a function of the
illumination intensity. Both devices show clear nonlinear in-
crease in Jsc as the illumination intensity increases. We
speculate that the illumination intensity with low level would
lead to the lower VOC compared with normal value
��0.45 V�. As a result, it could not efficiently dissociate
photogenerated exciton.

To clarify the photocurrent contribution of the
m-MTDATA/CuPc interface, we fabricated another PV
diode �D-d� in which the 5 nm m-MTDATA layer adjacent to
ITO was replaced by another diamine derivative,
N , N�-diphenyl-N ,N�-bis�3-methylphenyl�-�1,1�-biphenyl�-
4 ,4�-diamine �TPD� which has a lower IP �5.4 eV�.14 As a
result, the PV diode only delivers an ISC of 683 �A /cm2,
which is lower than that of the m-MTDATA based
�942 �A /cm2� diode �see Table I�. We suppose that this is
due to the unmatched energy level alignment between the
TPD and the m-MTDATA layers, which lead to an inefficient
transport of holes. However, the PCE of this diode is almost
the same with that of the control diode, indicating that modi-
fication function of TPD in the ITO surface may also offer a
smaller contribution to the improvement of ISC. In short, the
performance improvement in the m-MTDATA/CuPc/C60 de-
vice is benefited by the formation of two active exciton dis-
sociation interfaces, where CuPc layer simultaneity plays the
roles of donor and acceptor.

Based on the above results, the detailed PV process in
the CELA structure is interpreted as follows. Upon illumina-
tion, the m-MTDATA layer absorbs photons in the UV re-

gion, while the visible photons penetrate through the
m-MTDATA layer and then can be successively absorbed by
the CuPc and the C60 layers. These lead to the formation of
localized Frenkel or charge-transfer excitons �see Fig. 1�a��.
Then, the excitons were dissociated into holes and electrons
by the built-in electric field in the two HJ-interfaces �see Fig.
1�b�� due to the appropriate energy level difference of the
three materials. At the m-MTDATA/CuPc interface, holes
were transported via the m-MTDATA HOMO level and were
collected by ITO anode, while the electrons were transported
via the LUMO levels of CuPc and C60, and the defect state of
the BCP layer7 and eventually to the cathode. At the CuPc/
C60 interface, electrons were transported through the C60
LUMO level and the defect state of BCP, and then they were
eventually collected by cathode, while holes were trans-
ported from CuPc and m-MTDATA HOMO levels and then
eventually to anode �see Fig. 1�b��. So, the VOC of D-c is
determined by the difference between the HOMO of
m-MTDATA and the LUMO of CuPc, which is the reason
that the VOC of D-c slightly is lower than that of D-b �see
Table I�.

In summary, we demonstrate an efficient CELA organic
PV cell structure by using CuPc as a bipolar carrier trans-
porting layer. Due to the presence of two exciton-
dissociation interfaces in the cell, higher PCE was achieved.
The improvement in the PV performances is mainly attrib-
uted to the contribution of the exciton-dissociation inter-
faces. It is expected that if some more appropriate materials
that excelled m-MTDATA and CuPc would be found, much
higher efficient PV cell could be harvested in terms of the
above argument.
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